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The purpose of this document is to show you what you can expect should
you choose to invest in this issue of the 0 hr Armada Codex. Specifically,
this is what is shown:

●● Page 2 (top): Main Book. An overview of the ships and
their components/statistics is provided. The stats are
generic descriptions and not from any particular game
system. Each area of each vessel is enumerated and
described. Rendered images are included throughout.
●● Page 2 (left): Map Book. The map book provides tactical
maps (1 inch = 5 ft.) for the interior areas of the ship.
The pages are designed to be printed out and laid edge
to edge. Layers are used so that certain map elements
(like the grid, cargo, or the black and white version of the
map) may be toggled on and off as desired.
●● Page 2 (right): Uncut Maps. Complete deckplans are
presented in a single giant images, layered so that the
grid, black and white version, and so on can be toggled
on or off. It includes a light background good for printing,
and a dark background good for display on a computer
or with a projector. Scarab is in one file and Kiboko in
another.
●● Page 3: This is a sample page from the map book. The
layers are live in this demo document.
●● Page 4: Displayed here is a sample of the rendered art
from the book.
●● Page 5: This is a copy of the product overview from the
sales web page.
Thank you for taking the time to explore this product line. I hope
that this ship can find a place in your fleet!
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0 hr Armada Codex

Scarab
The Scarab-class freighter is named for the squat, sturdy shape of its hull and its rugged endurance. It is just a
coincidence that the original scarab is a species of “dung beetle” and this class of ship is often employed moving
garbage and other unseemly cargos. The extended-hull version of the ship is known as the Kiboko-class, which
is a Swahili word for hippo (a reference to its bulk and ungainly nature outside of the void). Both are cheap and
dependable, though lacking in amenities. Each carries a crew of 2 to 12 and is designed to haul large quantities
of everything from cargo crates, to shipping containers, to ore, trash, and even liquids like fuel or water.
The components built into these ships are about a decade behind “state of the art”. Using older designs and
refurbished parts keeps the cost down but doesn’t produce a ship worth bragging about. Where the ship gets
good marks is in durability. The hull is strong and well reinforced. This is necessary in order to haul dense cargo
loads but also means the ship can withstand a lot of punishment. The older systems are also easy to maintain
since any problems are well known and spare parts are plentiful. Lastly, the relative cost of these ships is low.
That is, after all, the point. Both the Scarab-class and the Kiboko-class are unapologetically designed to get the
job done, reliably, for the minimum price possible. These common ships are not much respected by ambitious
independent pilots or status-conscious smugglers, but are very popular with companies and agencies that need
a large number of cheap haulers.
The Scarab package contains four highly detailed, layered PDF files:

• Main Book
o
o
o
o

20page PDF file detailing the ships, interior areas, and exo-frame cargo movers.
Contains several 3D rendered scenes as well as orthographic views of the ships.
ncludes system independent statistics designed for easy adaption to your game of choice.
Background, art, and text are on different layers for custom display and printing.

• Map Pages
o
o
o
o

•

21 page PDF file containing complete interior maps and instructions for assembly.
Miniature-scale maps for tactical combat with an optional 1 inch = 5 ft grid.
Divided into pages for easy printing in full color or printer-friendly black and white.
Selectable layers include: grid, black & white version, optional objects, and more.

Uncut Map Images
o Two single page PDF files containing giant images of the complete deckplans.
o The Scarab image is 24x36 inches; Kiboko 24x52.
o elect either a light or dark background (for printing or projection/display).
o Includes layers for grid, black & white version, optional objects, and background choice.

Sample document and art are available at 0-hr.com.
These ships are bulk haulers and much of their interior is dedicated to a single, cavernous hold. In a game
setting the huge cargo hold could be used to store several ground vehicles or fighters instead of cargo, or could
just be a great place to have a fight. The layered maps allow for the cargo to be shown or hidden – meaning you
can have an empty hold or one crowded with palettes, crates, and barrels.
As with all issues of the Codex, this product is designed to give you ready-made ships to plug into your setting
and rules of choice - lending depth and detail to your campaign. When it’s time to play, zero hour is ready!
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